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. INTRODUCTION

The large number of Chinese near synonyms shows the abundance, flexibility 
and precision of the language. Most near synonyms can easily be recognised by 
means of a native speakers’ intuition (language sense) but the teaching of Chinese
near synonyms is a very complex task in the vocabulary teaching area, especially in 
TCFL.

To distinguish the numerous near synonyms is always a focal point in terms of 
learning Chinese. There are more and more people interested in learning Chinese and 
now there is need, in order roughly to communicate, to express one’s ideas more
accurately.

. KEY TERMS AND THEORIES

We hereby provide the definition of key terms and an overview of the theories 
used in this study. The theories and issues introduced here reoccur later in the thesis in 
the discussion of SCM teaching design, factors affecting acquisition and classroom 
acquisition.

Near synonyms

Near synonyms are words, which have similar meanings. They are slightly 
different in meaning and have differences in usage. Since one word may be more
appropriate than another in any particular situation, normally, they cannot be used 
interchangeably.

Near synonyms with one common morpheme ( SCM ) 

Near synonyms in this research are pairs of two-syllabled near synonyms,
which contain one common morpheme such as (chéngjì: result; achievement)
and (chéngjiù: achievement; accomplishment; attainment, success) , (àihù:
cherish; treasure; take good care of) and (àix : cherish; treasure; use sparingly).

Whole Language Theory 

"Whole language theory is based on the contribution of theorists from various
disciplines including psycholinguistics, socio-linguistics, developmental and 
cognitive psychology and cooperative learning theory." Rebecca Harlin, Sara E. Lipa
& Rosemary Lonberger (1991: 9) 

People normally do not interact with others unless it is within a meaningful,
socio-linguistic context. In the classroom, talk, play and role-playing are the social 
settings that allow students to practise various forms of communication. The social 
context provides meaning and the reason to communicate. Students learn best when 
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they are encouraged to participate in an event, contribute to a social situation or be
part of a “community” such as a class or a small group. These activities require 
students to use language for different purposes – to question, comment, explain or 
clarify. These contexts provide the setting for language communication and reading 
development at home, at school and within the community.

"Cooperative learning theory stresses the importance of group members
helping each other. Students often learn best from each other." Rebecca Harlin, Sara E. 
Lipa & Rosemary Lonberger (1991:11). Students’ involvement in group discussion 
sparks the creation of many more ideas than might otherwise surface and because they 
“own” their learning, it is both meaningful and lasting. Whole language teachers 
create a social setting for cooperative learning by encouraging individuals to work in 
groups.

To summarise, whole language philosophy draws on many theories and 
suggests that literacy is best developed by integrating the learning of language
(reading, writing, speaking and listening) with theories about child learning, social 
development and cooperative learning. 

All whole language teachers make a commitment to be life-long readers and 
writers. They are also committed to learning. They realise the importance of keeping 
abreast of current theories and research relating to language development. They 
continually seek to improve their teaching by trying new strategies. 

Whole language teachers integrate the knowledge obtained from books with 
knowledge obtained in their own classrooms in order to enhance student learning. 

Whole language classrooms are student-centred rather than teacher-centred.
One of the most striking contrasts between whole language and traditional classrooms
is to be found in the quality of the interaction between the teacher and the students.
Whole language teachers recognise that to learn a language students must actually use 
it, so there should be opportunities for students to talk to each other and to the teacher. 
The teacher’s method of interacting with students is more like that which goes on in 
the “real world” outside school than that of a traditional teacher. He/she treats the
students’ language with respect and responds to their intended meaning.

Intuition Training

According to Stephen Krashen's "Principles and Practice in Language
Acquisition"(1981), adults have two different ways of developing competence in a 
language: language acquisition and language learning. 

"Language acquisition does not require the extensive use of conscious 
grammatical rules and does not require tedious drill. Real language acquisition
develops slowly and speaking skills emerge significantly later than listening skills. " 
Stephen Krashen (1981 : 6) 

Language acquisition is a subconscious process not unlike the way a child 
learns language. Language acquirers are not consciously aware of the grammatical
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rules of the language but, instead, develop a "feel" for correctness. Language learning, 
on the other hand, refers to the conscious knowledge of a language, that is, knowing 
the rules, being aware of them and being able to talk about them.

The language that one subconsciously acquires initiates our utterances in a 
second language and is responsible for our fluency, whereas the language that we 
have consciously learned acts as an editor in situations where the learner has enough 
time to edit, is focused on form and knows the rule, such as in a grammar test in the 
language classroom or when carefully writing a composition. This conscious editor is 
called the Monitor.

According to Krashen (1981), the monitor should be used only to correct 
deviations from normal speech and to give speech a more polished appearance. 
Different individuals will use their monitors in different ways and with different
degrees of success. Monitor over-users try always to use their Monitor and end up 
being so concerned with correctness that they are unable speak with any real fluency.
Monitor under-users have either not consciously learned or choose not to use their 
conscious knowledge of the language. Although error correction by others has little 
influence on them they can often correct themselves based on a "feel" for correctness.

Teachers should aim to produce optimal Monitor users, who use the Monitor
when it is appropriate and when it does not interfere with communication. They will 
not use their conscious knowledge of grammar in normal conversation but will use it 
in writing and for planned speech. "Optimal Monitor users can therefore use their 
learned competence as a supplement to their acquired competence." Krashen (1981 : 
48 ) 

Motivation, self-confidence and anxiety all affect language acquisition.
Acquisition is more important than learning. Classroom teaching helps when it 
provides the necessary comprehensible input to those students who are not at a level 
yet which allows them to receive comprehensible input from "the real world" or who
do not have access to "real world" language speakers. It can also help when it 
provides students with communication tools to make better use of the outside world 
and it can provide beneficial conscious learning for optimal Monitor users. The 
classroom's goal is to prepare students to be able to understand the language used 
outside the classroom.

The best input is comprehensible, which sometimes means that it needs to be 
slower and more carefully articulated, use common vocabulary, less slang and shorter
sentences. Optimal input is interesting and/or relevant and allows the acquirer to focus
on the meaning of the message and not on the form of the message. Optimal input is 
not grammatically sequenced and a grammatical syllabus should not be used in the 
language classroom, partly because students will not all be at exactly the same level 
and because each structure is often introduced only once before moving on to 
something else. Finally, optimal input must focus on quantity and most language
teachers have, to date, seriously underestimated how much comprehensible input is
actually needed for an acquirer to progress. 
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"The best methods are therefore those that supply ‘comprehensible input’ in 
low anxiety situations and contain messages that students really want to hear.  These 
methods do not force early production in the second language but allow students to 
produce when they are ‘ready’, recognising that improvement comes from supplying 
communicative and comprehensible input, and not from forcing and correcting 
production." Stephen Krashen (1981 : 7) According to this statement, classroom stress 
should be minimised and students should not be put on the defensive. One
consequence of this is that student's errors should not be corrected. Students should be 
taught how to gain more input from the outside world, including helping them acquire 
conversational competence, the means of managing conversation. 

Language teaching should focus on encouraging acquisition and on providing
input that stimulates that subconscious language acquisition potential all normal
human beings have. This does not mean to say, however, that there is no room at all 
for conscious learning. Conscious learning does have a role, but it is no longer the 
lead actor in the play. 

In the Natural Approach the teacher speaks only the target language and class 
time is committed to providing input for acquisition. Students may use either the 
language being taught or their first language. Errors in speech are not corrected,
however homework may include grammar exercises that will be corrected. Goals for 
the class emphasise the students’ ability to use the language "to talk about ideas, 
perform tasks and solve problems." This approach aims to fulfil the requirements for
learning and acquisition and does a great job. Its main weakness is that all classroom 
teaching is to some degree limited in its ability to be interesting and relevant to
students.

Situated Learning 

Situated learning is concerned with how learning occurs in everyday life. It is
not a recommendation that teaching be "situated" or "relevant." It is a theory 
concerned with the nature of human knowledge and claims that knowledge is 
dynamically constructed while we conceive of what is happening to us, talk and 
move. Especially, our conception of our activities within a social matrix shapes and 
constrains what we think, do, and say. In other words, our actions are situated in our 
role as a member of a community.

According to Lave (1990), learning when it normally occurs is a function of 
the activity, context and culture in which it occurs (i.e., it is situated). This is in
contrast with most classroom learning activities which involve knowledge which is 
abstract and out of context. The principles of situated learning are as follows: 

1. Knowledge needs to be presented in an authentic context, i.e., settings and
    applications that would normally involve that knowledge. 

2. Learning requires social interaction and collaboration. 

The theory of situated learning claims that knowledge is not a thing or set of 
descriptions or a collection of facts and rules. We model knowledge by such 
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descriptions but the map is not the territory: Human knowledge is not like the
procedures and semantic networks in a computer program, it should be viewed as the
capacity to coordinate and sequence behaviour and to adapt, dynamically, to changing 
circumstances.

Because knowledge is not a thing or set of descriptions, we do not learn by 
transferring facts and rules from one brain to another. Understanding how learning is 
the process of conceiving an activity and that activities are inherently social, demands
that emphasis be laid on improving learning by addressing issues of the membership
of and participation in a community and identity.

The theory of situated cognition views learning as:

--always integrated with the individual's identity and participation, the "production
   of persons-in-activity."

--constituting an evolving membership and capability to participate in
   different forms.

--the means of reproduction and development of communities of practice. 

. THE APPLICATION OF “MORPHEME PEDAGOGY”
TO CHINESE NEAR SYNONYMS 

3.1 Preface 

In order to explore the feasibility of “Morpheme Pedagogy” in SCM teaching, 
we have attempted to discover the beneficial function of morpheme analysis work on 
SCM discrimination in all its aspects. 

3.2 Morpheme Analysis and SCM’s Parts of Speech

One of the main reasons why students choose the wrong word from some
SCM pairs in the first place is because of confusion over parts of speech. 

We have studied nine SCM pairs, which overlap each other in their parts of 
speech to find out if the different morphemes in each SCM pair can help in 
determining the word’s part of speech.

For instance, when (g njué: feel; perceive; become aware of) and
(juéde: feel) are verbs, the two words both refer to senses or the response to external
affairs and sometimes they are interchangeable. Also, they both have the meaning of 

(rènwéi: think). However, we all know that whereas suggests awareness of 
a stimulus and an intellectual or emotional (g n: sense; feeling) reaction to it, 

is often concerned with a purely physical response or with someone’s opinion, 
so the latter is more colloquial.
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Because can also be a noun, referring to personal feelings or sense 
perceptions through contact or experience, we can get some clue from nouns which all 
contain “ ”(jué: sense) as the second morpheme such as (shìjué: sense of sight), 

(t ngjué: sense of hearing), (xiùjué: sense of smell), (wèijué: sense of 
taste) and (chùjué: sense of touch). 

Morpheme analysis also has something to do with another SCM pair
(chéngjì: result; achievement) and (chéngjiù: achievement; accomplishment;
attainment, success). Since“ ”(j : twist hempen thread; achievement) can only be a 
noun whereas “ ”(jiù: take up; engage in; accomplish) has the properties of a verb in 
phrases such as (jiùxué: go to school), (jiùyè: take up an occupation; obtain 
employment) and (jiùfàn: submit; give in) , “ ”can also be used as verbs,
having the meaning of achieving, resulting in.

However, morpheme analysis doesn’t really help to tell the difference in the
parts of speech of four SCM pairs in the study. They are (zh ngwò: have in hand; 
know well) and (b wò: grasp; seize) which are both verbs, while can also 
be used as a noun, (qu sh o: lack; be short of) and (qu fá: lack; be wanting
in)which are both verbs, while can also be used as an adjective, (ji njué:
resolute; determined) and (ji ndìng: firm; unshakeable) which are both 
adjectives, while can also be used as a verb, and (rèqíng: enthusiasm;
warmth) and (rèx : enthusiasm) are both nouns, while can also be used as a 
verb.

Finally, we have studied three SCM pairs which are always used as adverbs:
(h rán: suddenly; all of a sudden) and (t rán: suddenly; abruptly; 

unexpectedly), (liánmáng: promptly; at once) and (jímáng: hurriedly;
hastily), (lùxù: one after another; in succession) and (liánxù: continuous; 
successive), and we have found that analysing the meanings and the word-building of
the morphemes “ ”(tú: projecting; sticking out), “ ”(jí: anxious; urgent), and“
”(lián: link; join; connect) can lead us to the difference in their parts of speech: 
and can also be used as adjectives; can also be used as a verb.

The study shows that even though we can infer some words’ parts of speech 
from the characters and the word-building of some morphemes, we certainly cannot
consider morpheme analysis as a reliable basis for a word’s part of speech 
determination, that is to say, there is no absolute link between morphemes and the part 
of speech of the words built by them.

However, we have discovered that, in terms of ancient meanings, the different
morphemes of the three SCM pairs usually used as adverbial modifiers do have an 
influence on the diversity of the words’ parts of speech.
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3.3 Morpheme Analysis and SCM’s Type of Writing 

We have studied four SCM pairs. Each pair includes two words that differ in 
their type of writing: one is a colloquialism and the other is usually used in written 
language (literary language). 

As verbs, (g njué: feel; perceive; become aware of) and (juéde: feel) 
both have the meaning of (rènwéi: think). However, whereas suggests
awareness of a stimulus and an intellectual or emotional “ ”(g n: sense; feeling) 
reaction to it, is often concerned with a purely physical response, or with 
someone’s opinions, so the latter is more colloquial. This is because the morpheme
 “ ” (de) is usually an empty morpheme when it is added to one-syllabled verbs.  As 
for (ji xi ng: hometown) and (gùxi ng: native place; hometown), the latter 
is often used in written language because it contains “ ”(gù: former; old), the literary
style morpheme which also appears in other written words such as (gùy u: a
friend who has passed away) and (gùj : former residence).

However, the influence of the type of writing of different morphemes on 
another two SCM pairs: (ji nglái: future) and (wèilái: future), (niánjì:
age) and (niánlíng: age) is not so obvious. 

The study shows that words with literary style morphemes or morphemes
which refer to a particular meaning tend to be used in written form. On the other hand, 
words with morphemes, which refer an extensive, wide-ranging concept, as well as 
words that contain the morphemes acquired at an early stage, are likely to be more
colloquial.

3.4 Morpheme Analysis and SCM’s Emotive Meaning 

The associative meaning of a word is the total of all the meanings a person
thinks of when he or she hears the word.

(g ibiàn: change), (chéngjì: result; achievement) and (qu sh o:
lack; be short of) are all neutral terms. (zhu nbiàn: change) and (chéngjiù:
achievement; accomplishment; attainment, success) are commendatory term whereas

(qu fá: lack; be wanting in) is a derogatory term. In the study, we found that the
SCM pairs which differ in emotive meaning could be distinguished by analysing the 
associative meaning of different morphemes. In addition, the emotive meaning of 
other Chinese words that contain these morphemes can also be a useful guideline
when distinguishing the commendatory terms from derogatory terms in SCM pairs. 
For instance, we can infer the emotive meaning of from the fact that the words 
contain “ ” (fá: lack) such as (pínfá: poor; lacking), (kuìfá: deficient; short 
of supplies) and (pífá: weary; tired) which are all derogatory terms.
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3.5 Morpheme Analysis and SCM’s Semantic Degree 

The SCM pairs included in this topic are (p pàn: criticize; repudiate) and
(p píng: criticize), (k wàng: thirst for; long for) and (pànwàng: long for;

look forward to), (ji ojí: anxious; worried)and (zháojí: worry; feel anxious),
(zh nguì: valuable; precious) and (b oguì: valuable; precious).

The study shows that the difference in semantic degree of each SCM pair is 
influenced by the basic meaning of its different morphemes.

Although not all Chinese characters can symbolise things or ideas directly, we
can still get some useful clues from the components of characters (such as a radical on 
one side) and the way the components combine with each other to imply their 
semantic degree.

3.6 Morpheme Analysis and SCM’s Collocation 

The collocation of SCM is related to a word’s emphasised meaning which is 
reflected by the basic meaning of different morphemes.

We have listed the basic meaning of those different morphemes which have a 
great influence on the collocation of 31 SCM pairs. 

Verbs

1. / ( àihù/ àix  ) 

is to protect something cherished or treasured from harm or abuse. “ ”
(hù: protect; guard; shield ) is from (b ohù: protect), so is normally used for
things which need protection, such as children, animals and the environment.

is to keep something cherished or treasured from being wasted or 
spoiled.“ ” (xí: cherish; value highly) is from (zh nx : treasure; value), so
is normally used for things which are unique or precious, such as time, life and 
money.

2. / ( ch nsh ng/ f sh ng:  ) 

The two words as verbs, both have the meaning of emerging or coming into 
existence. They can be used interchangeably sometimes.

is more frequently used to indicate new things, either abstract or 
concrete, coming out of existing things.

indicates the emergence of something that did not exist before. It refers 
to concrete things in most cases but, occasionally, to abstract things as well. 
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3. / ( g ijìn/ g ish n )

As verbs, both have the meaning of making better. 

is a compound word consisting of “ ”(g i: change) and “ ”(jìn:
progress), thereby meaning to change what used to be and make it better. Since “
”means to advance, to means to rectify something so as to make it more
advanced in some way. The object of can be either abstract or concrete, such as
a teaching method or technology.

is a compound word consisting of “ ”(g i: change) and “ ”(shàn:
good), thereby meaning to change an unsatisfactory condition and making it
satisfactory. “ ”has to do with goodness but in a more abstract way - in the same
way that moral goodness is abstract. Therefore, is usually used with abstract
nouns like life, relations and surroundings. 

4. / ( g lì/ g w  )

The two words can both serve as verbs and nouns, with the meaning of putting
courage or life into or urging somebody to greater efforts. 

usually means inspiring somebody with hope or giving somebody
support. It is from one side to another, with a particular goal, either good or not so 
good.

refers to being inspired by some positive influence, not always with a
specific goal in mind and not linked with bilateral relations. It can be used only from a
good perspective. The subjects of are usually abstract affairs. 

, as a verb, is to encourage, urge or hearten and is more likely to be found 
in the form of strong advice or recommendation. 

5. / ( ji ohuàn/ ji oliú )

As verbs, the two words both mean to give and receive reciprocally and 
sometimes they are interchangeable. However, they differ from each other in the 
following ways:

involves something concrete such as a souvenir or book and something 
abstract like an opinion, viewpoint or information. It can also be used for personnel 
exchanges so it has wide-ranging applications. 

is mostly used for something abstract, such as an idea, a cultural item or
an experience as well as a feelings. can also serve as a noun, as in 
(wùz ji oliú: interflow of commodities) and (guójìji oliú: international
exchanges). Generally, however, the word has a relatively narrow range of
application.
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is used to suggest a one-time reciprocal exchange“ ”, while“ ”
implies a continuous flow“ ”of interaction. Hence, if we (ji ohuàn yìjiàn) , 
we swap suggestions but if we (ji oliú s xi ng), we exchange ideas, for 
instance,  by brainstorming.

6. / ( jùbèi/ jùy u )

The two words, as verbs, both indicate to have or to possess. They are 
different in the following ways:

implies to have something original or inherent. Its objects are mostly 
things such as (tiáojiàn: condition), (b nl ng: capability), (sùzhì:
quality), (jìnéng: skill), etc. The word has a relatively narrow range of 
application.

implies to have something that has been acquired. Its objects can be 
either concrete or abstract things such as (xìnx n: confidence), (yìyì:
meaning),  (j ngshén: spirit), (jiàzhí: value) or (zuòyòng: function). 
The word has a relatively wide range of application.

can be used at the end of a sentence but  cannot. 

While implies that something is not only present but also complete and,
perhaps, properly prepared (from the morpheme“ ” (bèi: prepare; be equipped with), 

merely suggests existence, presence or possession..

7. / ( m nyì/ m nzú )

The two words both indicate to meet one’s desires or needs or have the 
meaning of desiring no more than what one already has. They differ from each other 
in the following ways:

, indicates to be satisfied or gratified and mainly refers to an external
feeling.

 means to be satisfied in terms of needs, mainly referring to one’s own 
feeling. can also mean to make somebody satisfied and is followed by words
such as (x yào: need), (x wàng: hope)and (y oqiú: demand;
requirement).

8. / ( qu fá/ qu sh o ) 

As verbs, the two words both mean “to be without” or “to have less than 
enough of” and they are sometimes interchangeable. Their differences are as follows: 
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emphasises “less” or “without” and is mostly used for abstract things. It 
can also serve as an adjective. 

mainly means to be insufficient and is mostly used for people or concrete 
things.

9. / ( p píng/ p pàn )

As verbs,  is to make comments or suggestions regarding weaknesses or 
mistakes; to criticise; is to analyse and comment upon mistakes in thought, 
theory, conduct, etc.; to appraise; to judge. 

Although the meanings of and often overlap, implies
straightforward criticism(“ ”) by citing weaknesses and suggesting improvements,
while tends to suggest a relatively systematic, thorough and somewhat harsher 
critique. can also have to do with distinguishing( “ ” ) correct from incorrect or 
useful from useless in thought, theory, conduct or simply in what someone has done 
or written. 

Note that both terms can refer to positive criticism as well as negative, though
in such cases still tends to imply a more analytical critique. 

10. / ( zhàogù/ zhàoliào )

is to look after something.

is to look after something (people, animals, a business, etc.); to manage 
something. It implies compassion or concern (“ ”).

11. / ( zh ngwò/ b wò )

means to be familiar with the reason or logic behind things and  have a 
good command of them and to be capable of taking abstract things into one’s hands. 

means to hold or to grasp certain concrete or abstract things and control 
them well.

is mainly used with abstract nouns such as political power, destiny and 
principle. It can also be used with language skills. 

is also used with abstract nouns.  The object of can be time and 
opportunity.

12. / ( li oji / l ji  )

The two words, as verbs, both indicate “to know”. Once in a while they are 
interchangeable but they are slightly different.
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means to know well, with the emphasis being on direct and perceptual 
recognition knowledge. It is used for both concrete and abstract things, both in spoken
and written language, and, thus, has a wide range of applications. indicates to 
comprehend by thinking and judging and is often used for abstract things in writing.

Nouns

1. / ( chéngjì/ chéngjiù )

As nouns both refer to good results that have been obtained.

is a general word for achievement at work, in sports, etc. It often 
collocates with verbs such as (y u: have) (q dé: gain; acquire) (g nggù:
consolidate)  and with adjectives like (liángh o: good) (y uliáng: fine; 
excellent )  and (xi nzhù: notable; remarkable ).

generally refers to a significant result and often collocates with verbs 
such as (huòdé: gain; obtain), (q dé: gain; acquire) and with adjectives such
as (w id : great), (jùdà: huge; enormous ), and (zhòngdà; great; 
significant) and (hu huáng: splendid; glorious). 

2. / ( mùbi o/ mùdì ) 

As nouns the two words both refer to an object one wishes to obtain or reach. 
They are different in the following ways: 

often indicates the object towards which an endeavour has been directed, 
while“ ” often indicates the intent or purpose of an endeavour. 

is usually used positively while can be either positive or negative. 

also means the object of an attack or search and also means a 
destination.

 is used concretely and abstractly and suggests that something is clearly
attainable and is more immediate. , on the other hand, tends to imply that one’s 
efforts are directed at something far off and perhaps unattainable.  has more to do 
with the intention behind one’s actions rather than the actions themselves, whereas

 refers more literally to an objective.

3. / ( niánjì/ niánlíng )

The two words, as nouns, both indicate the period of time a person has lived 
but they are different as follows: 

is used only for people.
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is used not only for people but also for animals and plants. It is often 
used with words like (shíjì: actual) and (rùxué: start school) in writing. 

Both and correspond to the English word “age” but, whereas 
views a person’s life as a period of time that can be either long or short, , a 
literary term, views the life of some living thing, human or other entity, as a countable
number of years. This is reflected in the tooth radical“ ” (ch : tooth), found in“ ”
(líng: age; years), teeth are a good indication of an animal’s age and are usually the 
first things checked when buying livestock.

4. / ( qu di n/ qu xiàn )

The two words both refer to shortcomings and deficiency. 

 often indicates the imperfectness of people or things. 
 often indicates physiological defects or physiological deficiency.

is mainly used for people’s thoughts, qualities and personality.
 is mainly used for physical and mental conditions.

5. / ( tèdi n/ tèsè )

indicates distinctive characteristics.
indicates a unique style. 

can be used for both people and things and it can also refer to both 
advantageous and disadvantageous things.

is normally used for literature, the arts, local things, etc.

6. / ( qíngkuàng/ qíngxíng )

Both terms refer to features and the appearance of things. 

indicates a certain present situation and reflects an objective situation. 

indicates outward appearances and concrete patterns which are easily
observed.

Adjectives

1. / ( b oguì/ zh nguì ) 

indicates being highly prized; it suggests that something is highly prized 
for its monetary value, its usefulness, or its admirable characteristics or qualities (and 
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is used with both concrete and abstract nouns). It can be used with time, life,
suggestion, etc.

indicates to be valuable by implying rarity and/or uniqueness and is most 
often used with concrete nouns like gifts, animals, medicinal materials.

2. / ( ji ndìng/ ji njué ) 

These two words refer to determination or steadfastness but with some 
differences.

means “firm”or “unwavering”and modifies a position, conviction, etc, 
often being used together with nouns such as (xìnx n: confidence), “
”(xìny ng: faith; belief), “ ”(yìzhì: will) and “ ”( l xi ng: ideal). can also
serve as a verb, with the meaning of making firm, fortifying or strengthening. 

means resolved or determined and modifies attitudes and acts and is 
often used together with verbs such as (zh chí: support), (y nghù: support), 

(f nduì: oppose), (zh zh ng: hold; stand for) and (jùjué: refuse). It is 
also used with nouns such as (tàidu: attitude) and (y qì: tone). 

3. / ( línshí/ zànshí ) 

These two words, as adverbs, both have the meaning of “only for a limited
time”and they are interchangeable. However, they are different from each other in the
following ways:

can also refer to “at the time when something happens” or “out of 
expectation” but does not have such a meaning.

Both and can serve as adjectives but with different meanings.
When used as an adjective, means casual, temporary or provisional, while 
means “transient”or “for the time being”. 

4. / ( chéngshí/ l oshí )

means honest not fake.
refers to being frank or straightforward. 

is used to describe a person’s conduct, while is mostly used for a 
person’s attitude to work and towards other people. 

5. / ( zhòngyào/ zh yào )

Both terms represent a prominent status but they differ from each other. 
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means important or having great influence, while refers to the basic,
functional aspect of things. 

6. / ( rèqíng/ rèx n )

Both terms refer to one’s mental disposition towards something.

, as an adjective, means enthusiastic or warm. , as an adjective means
ardent.

is more passive, implying receptiveness or enthusiasm. implies a 
giving of oneself far beyond the call of duty. 

7. / ( zìyóu/ zìzài )

indicates to be free, without any restriction. It has legal and philosophical 
implications.

means not only free but also comfortable, joyful and relaxed. 

Adverbs

1. / ( chùchù/ dàochù )

These two words can serve both as nouns or adverbs, referring to every place 
or everywhere and they are interchangeable sometimes.

However, , but not , can also mean in every respect or in all respects.

Generally speaking, when referring to everywhere, and have the 
same meaning; when referring to many places but not everywhere, it is better to use 

rather than .

2. / ( h rán/ t rán ) 

These two words both mean “quickly”and “unexpectedly” and they are 
interchangeable when used adverbs. They are different in the following ways: 

emphasises the speed of an occurrence and may refer either to something
people wish for or to something people do not want, while emphasises the 
unexpectedness of an occurrence and is mainly used for something people do not 
want.

Both words imply suddenness and suggest that what happened was 
unanticipated – otherwise it would not be sudden – but, in spite of plenty of overlap, 
each varies in intensity and connotation. comes closest to  the all-purpose word 
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“suddenly” and emphasises that what has happened was unexpected and can be 
used as either an adjective or an adverb. 

3. / ( jiànjiàn/ zhújiàn )

As adverbs, these two words both indicate happening slowly, not suddenly, 
but with some differences.

Both and refer to a slow change in degree or in amount and can be 
used for natural, continuous changes without a clear distinction of phases. 

can be used for prolonged activities usually associated with
consciousness but  cannot. 

4. / ( jìnliàng/ jìnqíng )

refers to reasonably reaching a maximum limit within a certain range.

refers to do something without restraint on one’s feelings.

5. / ( qiàh o/ qiàqi o )

refers to being suitable or just right, while emphasises coincidence.

is mostly used for aspects of time, space and quantity.
is used for the aspects of time, opportunity and condition. 

6. / ( liánxù/ lùxù )

These two words both have the meaning of continuing but they are different 
parts of speech. 

is used as both an adverb and a verb and means to continue or last, while
is used as an adverb and means one after the other. 

refers to a succession that is so close as to imply continuation, while 
does not rule out a lapse(hiatus?) between events. 

. THE USAGE CONTRAST OF CHINESE NEAR SYNONYM
PAIRS IN CLASS 

4.1 The Teaching Principles of Contrasting SCM Pairs 

Since sentences are considered as the smallest complete form of 
communication, we suggest that in teaching SCM, teachers should compare and 
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contrast the use of SCM pairs by putting them into sentences in order to reveal their
commonality and their differences. This approach will help students to realise the
distinction of each SCM pair through the sentences provided and this will develop
their practical ability in communication. Moreover, the usage contrast of SCM pairs in 
sentences can lead students directly to deliberate key words in the target language
without relying on translation. Therefore, this approach will benefit students in their 
intuition training. 

In the attempt to reach the ideal teaching effect, we suggest the following 
teaching principles for contrasting SCM pairs: 

1. Teachers should first put each SCM pair into the same sentence to show
the commonality of the two words and then put each SCM pair into
different sentences according to the collocation of each word to show the 
differences in usage.

2. For the process of contrasting each SCM pair, teachers should begin with
the most notable or marked differences before going into detail.

3. Teachers should choose standard sentences to contrast SCM pairs. The
sentences should not be too long or too difficult. Also, the content of the 
sentences should be practical and interesting.

For instance, when comparing the SCM pair (àihù: cherish; treasure; take 
good care of) and (àix : cherish; treasure; value; use sparingly), we can use 
sentence (a) to show their commonality: 

(a) /
Zhèxi   d ngx   déláibúyì, yào  d ngde  àihù/ àix .
These things are hard to get; you have to cherish them.

Then, we can show their marked difference by using two sentences (b) and (c) 
as follows:

(b)
Xuézh ngmen  d u  h n  àihù  xuémèi, tèbié  shì  k àide  xuémèi.
All the senior students cherish their juniors, especially the lovely ones. 

(c)
Shíji n  jiùshì  sh ngmìng, àix   shíji n  jiù  shì  àix   sh ngmìn.
Time is life; to value time is to value life.

Sentence (b) shows that is to protect something or is someone cherished or
protected from harm or abuse, while sentence (c) shows that is to keep something
cherished or treasured and avoid it being wasted or spoiled. 

After comparing and contrasting the words, the teacher can lead students to
practise collocation in order to reinforce the acquired knowledge. 
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4.2 The Usage Contrast of SCM Pairs in Sentences 

According to the principles mentioned above and the order of placing SCM 
pairs into sentences to contrast their usage, we have provided a list of sample
sentences for all 40 SCM Pairs which can be used for this specific purpose and have 
included their collocation and differentiation. Among these sentences, (a) represents
the sentence in which each SCM pair can be used interchangeably; sentence(b) and
sentence (c) show a different use for each word. For instance:

( b ngmáng-b ngzhù:  help )

(a)
      Míngti n  y u  gè  péngy u  yào  b nji ,  x yào  b ngmáng/ b ngzhù.
      There’s a friend who’s going to move tomorrow and he needs help. 

(b)
W de  péngy u  j ngcháng  lái  b ngmáng.

       My friends always come to help me out. 

(c)
       Xi ozh ng  b ngzhù  xi ol   xué  diànn o,  xi ol   b ngzhù  xi ozh ng
       xué  y ngy ,  t men  hùxi ng  b ngzhù.
       Xiaozhang helps Xiaoli to learn the computer; Xiaoli helps Xiaozhang to
       learn English; they help each other.

( g ijìn-g ishàn:  improve; make better )

(b)
L osh men  g ijìnle  jiàoxué  f ngf .

       The teachers have improved their teaching method.

(c)
      F q li de  gu nxì  zhèng  rìyì  g ishàn.
      The relationship between the couple is getting better.

( g lì-g w :  encourage; inspire )

(a)
Zhège  h o  xi oxi  duì  w men  shì  yígè  h ndàde  g lì/ g w .

      The good news is a great encouragement to us.

(b)
      N men  y ngg i  du   g lì  g lì  t .
      You should encourage him.
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(c)
      T de  j ngshén  g w zhe  rénmen.
      His great spirit gives inspiration to people. 

( m nyì-m nzú:  satisfied; content )

(a)
     Duì  xiànzàide  sh nghuó  w   y j ng  h n  m nyì/ m nzú  le. 
     I’m well satisfied with my current life. 

(b)
      Xi ofèizh   duì  ch np n  zhìliàng  h n  m nyì.
      The consumers are satisfied with the quality of the product. 

 (c) 
     Wèile  m nzú  gu nzhòngde  y oqiú,  t   yòu  chàngle  yìsh u  g .
      In order to satisfy the audience’s request he sang one more song.

( f ngf -bànf :  method; way )

(a)
      N men  zh odào  ji jué  wèntí de  f ngf / bànf   le  méiy u?
      Have you found the way to solve the problems?

 (b) 
      N de  xuéxí  f ngf   h nh o,  y ngg i  g i  dàji   jièshàojièshào. 
      Your learning method is very good; you should introduce everyone to it. 

 (c) 
      T   f q   píqi  lái,  w   yìdi n  bànf   y   méiy u.
      When he loses his temper, I don’t know how to deal with the situation. 

( mùbi o-mùdì:  objective; target; goal )

(a)
Niánq ngrén  yídìng  yào  quèlì  zìj   rénsh ngde  mùbi o/ mùdì.

      Young people must establish the goals of their lives. 

 (b) 
      W de  mùbi o  shì  yìnián  zh nèi  huì  shu   liúlìde  hàny .
      My objective is to speak Chinese fluently within one year. 
(c)
      W   xuéxí  wàiy   de  mùdì  shì  d ng  f nyì.
      My purpose in learning foreign languages is to be an interpreter. 
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( tèdi n-tèsè:  characteristic; distinguishing features )

(a)
      Zhèj gè  sh oshù  mínzú  de  fúzhu ng gè  y u  tèdi n/ tèsè. 
      The clothes of these minority nationalities have their distinctive features.

(b)
      Zh ngguóhuà  de  tèdi n  zh y   shì pi nzhòngyú  xi yì.

One of the characteristics of Chinese painting is freehand brushwork. 

(c)
      Zhè  shì  w men  fàndiàn  de  tèsècài, q ngnín  p ncháng  p ncháng.
      This is the special dish of our restaurant; please try it. 

( rèqíng-rèx n:  enthusiastic; warmhearted )

(a)
T   bi oxiànde  h n  rèqíng/ rèx n.

      She appears to be very enthusiastic.

 (b) 
      Línbiéshí,  t   rèqíngde  shu : “ Hu nyíng  n men  cháng  lái  wánr.” 
      Just before leaving he said, warmly, “ You are all welcome here.” 

 (c) 
      T   duì  zhèjiànshì  h n  rèx n,  xi ng  g n  w men  yìq   zuò. 
      He is eager for this task and he wants to do it together with us. 

( zìyóu-zìzài:  free; unrestrained )

(a)
Tuìxi hòu  t   sh nghuó  guòdé  h n  zìyóu/ zìzài. 

      Since his retirement he has led a free life. 

 (b) 
      Dàxué  bìyèsh ng  k y   zìyóu  xu nzé  zhíyè.
      University graduates can freely choose their jobs. 

 (c) 
      T ngle  t de  huà,  w   x nl   h n  bú  zìzài. 
      After hearing his words I felt ill at ease. 

( h rán-t rán:  suddenly)

(a)
T   shu zhe  shu zhe,  h rán/ t rán  dàxiào  q lái.

      She was talking and talking and suddenly she burst into laughter. 
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 (b) 
      H rán,  yígèrén  cóng  w mende  sh nbi n  p o  guòqù.
      Suddenly, a man ran past us. 

 (c) 
      T   t rán  xu nbù  yào  qù  x bù  g ngzuò.
      All of a sudden he declared that he was going to work in the West.

. THE TEACHING DESIGN OF CHINESE NEAR SYNONYMS

5.1 The Theory and the Principles of the Teaching Design

   5.1.1 Whole Language Approach 

" The roots of whole language are found in theories explaining how to learn to 
read. Reading is a complex process requiring readers to bring their own knowledge of 
language to the printed page, to recognise that print carries meaning-bearing words,
sentences and paragraphs and, finally, to interpret an author’s message." Rebecca
Harlin, Sara E. Lipa & Rosemary Lonberger (1991: 8 ) 

The key theoretical premise for whole language is that students acquire 
language through actually using it not through practising its separate parts until, at 
some later date, the parts are assembled and the totality is finally used. 

The major assumption is that the model of acquisition, through real use (not 
through practice exercises), is the best model for thinking about and helping with the
learning of reading and writing.

In whole language classrooms, listening, speaking, reading and writing are 
treated as integrated, inseparable elements of language not discrete subjects that must
be taught separately. Whole language classrooms are environments designed by 
teachers to facilitate learning about and using language in many contexts. Whole
language teachers also facilitate literacy through direct instruction, discussion and
hands-on experience. 

To be an effective whole language teacher, it is necessary to understand 
students' language development, cooperative learning and reading, writing, listening 
and speaking at the same time as modelling learning for the students and planning and 
evaluating the learning experiences they will share with you. Whole language teachers
evolve over time by trying new approaches and routines.

In most whole language classrooms, students and teachers perform well above
minimum standards and they do so with enthusiasm and a satisfying sense of 
achievement.
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  5.1.2 Situated Learning

Situated learning is a general theory of knowledge acquisition. McLellan 
(1995) has provided a collection of articles that describe various perspectives on the
theory. The theory of situated learning claims that every idea and human action is a 
generalisation that has been adapted to the ongoing environment because what people 
see and what they do happen together. 

As we create names for things, shuffle around sentences in a paragraph or 
interpret what our statements mean, every step is controlled not by reinstantiated(??)
grammars and previously constructed plans but adaptively recoordinated from 
previous ways of seeing, talking, and moving. Situated learning is the study of how
human knowledge develops in the course of an activity and, especially, how people 
create and interpret descriptions (representations) of what they are doing. 

We have reviewed the four central claims of situated learning with respect to
education: (1) action is grounded in the concrete situation in which it occurs; (2) 
knowledge does not transfer between tasks; (3) training by abstraction is of little use;
and (4) instruction must be done in complex social environments. 

Social interaction is a critical component of situated learning -- learners 
become involved in a "community of practice" which embodies certain beliefs and
behaviour to be acquired. Furthermore, situated learning is usually unintentional
rather than deliberate.

Because knowledge is not merely indexed, retrieved and applied and problem 
solving involves reconceptualisation, current models of problem solving have been 
impoverished. Controlled experiments may reveal interesting patterns as to how 
concepts are related but they tell us little of how people come to conceive of a 
situation as being a problem.

We are not saying that people learn best by "trying something out" (even that 
is a common oversimplification of the idea). We are saying that learning occurs in all 
human activity, all the time.

5.2 The Teaching Goal 

The purpose of the teaching is to help students to sort out Chinese SCM pairs 
they have learnt through comparison and contrast, to use the words properly and 
accurately in the context and to develop their Chinese intuition.

5.3 The Teaching Method

The teaching method in this study focuses on encouraging students to
deliberate SCM pairs in the target language instead of relying on an intermediary
language and a good way of doing so is to supply 'comprehensible input' in low 
anxiety situations, containing messages that students really want to hear. This method
does not force early production in the target language but allow students to produce
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when they are 'ready', recognising that improvement comes from supplying 
communicative and comprehensible input and not from forcing and correcting 
production.

Students can learn to speak, read and write the language when they have a real 
purpose for doing so. Therefore, our teaching method emphasises designing a macro
context which can stimulate students to understanding and absorbing the conception 
of each SCM pair and distinguishing them, providing opportunities for acquisition 
without relying too heavily on learning.

The teacher has to motivate all students to be actively involved in class. 
Communicative competence is to be focused upon. Discussion in the target language 
is required. The teacher must use examples of language in order to inductively teach 
SCM pairs; students have to try to guess the differences between them by the
examples provided. Teachers must interact with the students a lot, asking them
questions about relevant topics and try to use the grammatical structure of the day in 
the conversation.

In the teaching process, accuracy should be sought and errors should be
corrected. However, students’ misconceptions can contribute to both teaching and 
learning, so the error analysis should be used as valuable reference material.

5.4 The Role of Teachers 

In whole language classrooms, teachers are models and facilitators. Whole 
language classrooms are environments designed by teachers to facilitate learning
about and using language in many contexts. Whole language teachers also facilitate 
literacy through direct instruction, discussion and hands-on experience.

Direct instruction in whole language classrooms may take several forms. The 
teacher may invite students to participate in oral or written cloze procedures.
Discussions in classrooms underscore the teacher’s and students’ shared responsibility
for learning. Teachers should plan discussions carefully to include questions or 
comments that will invite students to offer alternative responses and solutions. Open-
ended questions encourage students to respond with thoughtful answers.

Teachers structure and coordinate the centres in the classroom. Their role is to 
introduce the routines of the centre or activity, set expectations and encourage 
students to interact with the activities.

Teachers should base curricular decisions on what is known about language
and learning; they should possess and be driven by a vision of literacy; they should 
use observation to inform teaching; and they should reflect continually. They should 
create a cooperative learning environment.

Teachers, as professionals, are entitled to a political context that empowers
them as informed decision makers.
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The role of the teacher is very important in creating the right atmosphere and 
in acting out the dialogues that form the core of the content. 

5.5 The Role of Students (student-centred learning environments) 

Students in class should have an interest in their learning. Everyone should be
an active participant in class, feel a sense of belonging and learn to work responsibly 
whether they are working independently, with a partner or in a group. 

Students should be afforded opportunities to draft, revise and share their own
writing in environments that support and encourage their efforts. 

5.6 The Role of Textbooks and Reference Books 

Most existing textbooks do not provide many guidelines for near synonym
distinction. It is certain that reference books, including the dictionaries dealing with 
near synonyms, are important materials for students to use when reinforcing and 
reviewing the knowledge they have gained.

5.7 Process of the Teaching Design 

The teaching is designed for intermediary Chinese learners. The teaching
content includes the preparation and the course units. 

During the week, the teacher should sort out all SCM pairs in the lessons and 
teach and prepare students for the designed course units at the end of the week. 

The designed course units provided in this thesis are as follows:-

1. Association

The teacher uses one or several pictures to represent the main ideas of 
SCM verbs. While showing the pictures, the teacher offers a SCM pair, and
then asks students a series of questions leading them to associate the pictures
with the correct word. 

For example, the teacher shows pictures of a football field and football 
players then writes the SCM pair: (ji ohuàn: exchange; swap; interchange)
and (ji oliú: exchange; interflow; interchange) on the blackboard, 
informing students that they have to choose the proper word from this SCM
pair to answer the following questions. The questions asked by the teacher are 
all related to the pictures and the students should be stimulated to use the SCM
pair for the answers. In this particular case, the teacher can point at the football 
players in the pictures and simply ask : What are they doing? And the 
expected answers for the questions can be (ji ohuàn ch ngdì: change 
the sports field), (ji ohuàn qiúy : swap the sports shirts) and 
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(ji oliú g nqíng: exchange the affection) depending on the actions shown or 
implied in the pictures.

The purpose of this designed unit is to help students to connect certain 
SCM pairs (especially SCM verbs) with a topic or an event using several
related pictures. 

2. Interchange

This course unit is the concrete teaching design for the usage contrast of 
SCM pairs in sentences in Chapter IV. Since the meaning of a word is 
determined by its concrete use in a sentence, the design aims at introducing 
SCM pairs that are interchangeable in sentences and providing students with 
the opportunity to explore the different implications by themselves.

The SCM interchange practice focuses on teamwork and brainstorming.
Students are divided into groups to carry out the practice. Each member of the 
group should be encouraged to participate in the activity. In order to 
distinguish the different implication of the SCM pairs which are 
interchangeable, they have to discuss the way of capturing the difference in 
contextual meaning and the effective way of using the target language to 
explain it .

For example, (li oji : understand; comprehend) and (l ji :
understand; comprehend) are sometimes interchangeable but the meanings
implied in the sentence “ ” (W  li oji  t : I understand him.) and
“ ” (W  l ji  t : I understand him.) are different. To distinguish the 
SCM pairs, students can make longer sentences to show that “
”means “ I know what kind of person he is.” while“ ”implies that
“I know the reason why he did that.”. 

This course unit aims at increasing students’ sensitivity in using SCM 
pairs. The teacher should encourage students to state their views and assist
them at the appropriate moment. It is also necessary to give them some hints 
to maintain their interest and enthusiasm.

3. Reading and Filling

Comic strips are used as an important teaching aid in this designed
unit.

Students have to read and understand the whole stories presented in the 
comic strips and then they have to choose the right words from the SCM pairs 
provided to fill in the blanks. The blanks can be placed either in the
conversation of the picture-stories (design 1-3) or in the expository writing 
(design 4-5), so that students can deliberate over words both in spoken 
language and written language.
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The teaching design is an attempt to motivate students to complete the
conversations in the comic strips by using the proper SCM. Since people 
normally find it much more enjoyable to read comic books it is a good way to 
encourage students to realise and absorb the usage and the collocation of SCM
pairs in the mimic situation of the comic world. 

Apart from comic strips, the teacher can compose a short novel which 
contains all target SCM pairs and lead students to read and fill in the blanks. 
This will help them to realise the different usage and collocation of SCM pairs
in writing while following the plot of the story. In addition, the teacher can 
also select useful sentences or paragraphs which contain the target SCM pairs 
from Chinese newspapers for teaching and intuition training.
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Design 1: (g njué: feeling) 
(g nshòu: feeling)
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Design 2: (jìnliàng: as much as one likes)
(jìnqíng: to one’s heart’s content)

(li oji : understand; comprehend)
(l ji : understand; comprehend)
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Design 3: (g njué: feeling) 
(g nshòu: feeling)

( línshí: temporary; for a short time)
( línshí: temporary; transient)
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Design 4: 

    (1)
    (2)

    (3)

(1) (chùchù: everywhere; in all aspects)
(dàochù: at all places; everywhere) 

          (2) (p píng: criticize)
(p pàn:  criticize; repudiate)

 (3) (h rán: suddenly; abruptly; unexpectedly) 
(t rán: suddenly; all of a sudden)
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Design 5: 

A
A B
B

    (1) A
B

    (2)
    (3)

(1) / (qíngkuàng/qíngxíng: situation; circumstances)

          (2) / (mùdì/mùbi o: objective) 

          (3) / (chénggu /jiégu : result)
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4.  Telling Stories

In this activity, the teacher gives students interesting comic strips (or
pictures), then assigns them to use the provided SCM pairs and several 
grammatical items to tell (or to write) a story. 

The teaching design requires a higher level of comprehension in the 
students as well as an ability to combine all the input elements together in the 
production process. Since it may not be easy for students to accomplish the 
task, the teacher should assist them through discussion and make sure that they 
have sufficient time to complete the exercise.

The teacher must pay attention to all aspects of students’ output 
performance in this activity. As well as using pictures and comic strips, the 
teacher can also encourage students to try out journal writing and email
writing for their output performance.
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Design 6: 

…

(zànm i: praise; eulogize) 
(ch ngzàn: praise; commend) 

(b wò: assurance; certainty) 
(zh ngwò: master; know well) 

(rèqíng: enthusiasm; zeal) 
(rèx n: enthusiasm; warmhearted)

(g ibiàn: change; alter; transform)
(zhu nbiàn: change; transform)
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.  CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

This study has demonstrated that the common morpheme of each SCM pair 
represents the commonality in the words’ meaning while different morphemes show 
their fine distinction and subtle difference.

Teachers can properly make use of “Morpheme Pedagogy” in SCM
discrimination. By analysing the different morphemes, teachers can help students to 
distinguish some SCM pairs in various aspects such as in their basic meaning,
emotive meaning and the type of writing.

Words with morphemes which refer to an extensive, wide-ranging concept are 
likely to be more colloquial. The difference in semantic degree between each SCM
pair is influenced by the basic meaning of its different morphemes. Also, different 
emotive meanings for each SCM pair can be distinguished by analysing the
associative meaning of different morphemes.

However, “Morpheme Pedagogy” also has its restrictions in SCM
discrimination since there is no absolute link between morphemes and the part of 
speech of the words built by them.

In the procedure of teaching SCM pairs, teachers should compare and contrast
each SCM pair in sentences in order to develop students’ practical abilities in 
communication. The contrast can lead students directly to deliberate the key words in 
the target language without relying on translation and this will benefit students in their 
intuition training. In addition, we suggest that teachers should act as facilitators and
offer students the opportunity to explore the differences between each SCM pair by 
themselves so that they can gradually build up intuition. 

As regards SCM teaching design, the course units provided in the thesis are 
based on the theoretical views of the Whole Language Approach and Situated 
Learning. Each unit includes tasks for students and the interactive approach will
encourage students to draw on their own gained knowledge, experience, opinions and 
even imagination for the solution of the situated context.

We suggest that the study of Chinese near synonyms should be encouraged in 
the future.  The range of the study could be expanded from SCM pairs to near 
synonym groups and from near synonyms with one common morpheme to those with 
all different morphemes.  Furthermore, researchers should make the effort to draw
forth some new, practical and efficient ways of teaching Chinese near synonyms as
well as producing useful teaching designs which will help students in learning and
using them.
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